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This was evident again as
crowds gathered to celebrate the opening of a suspension bridge that will
serve three communities to
have safe access to the mission school, clinic and
grinding mill. A delegation
from Mercy Air, who were

by Dwight Lagore

bridge.

 You  have  made  this  

A time to Celebrate

SEPTEMBER, 2014

key partners in this project, were in attendance,
and good representation
from our local government came for the event.
We shared a memorial to
the two children who
were killed by crocodiles.
The loss of these lives is
really what gave urgency
to the project.. It was also
an opportunity to emphasize the value of every
individual in God’s eyes.
I had the privilege to
share with the crowd that
everything we do is for
the glory of God and that
the community should be
reminded of this every
time they cross the

The vice-administrator, being the senior government
representative, was given a
chance to speak. And instead of a political statement, he eloquently shared
an amazing gospel message.
It turns out that he also
serves as a local church pastor on weekends, and he was
so encouraged to see the
Church at work through this
project.
During the proceedings the
local leader from the area who
has been very resistant to the
gospel, asked if I could get
him a Bible. I promised him I
would do that as soon as possible.
Besides the amazing testimony
of the opening event, I have
had opportunity to take reports to the various government departments we connect
with, including religious affairs. In every case there has
been much praise for the project and an opportunity for us
to share the words of truth!

Main Picture: The bridge opening with Allan Luus, the engineer from Mercy Air, on the bridge with the people.
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Meeting a challenge head-on
After ten years of contact with a
people living in a very poor rural
community we have with God’s
help we have been able to bring
about some much needed changes. They had none of the basic
services such as; safe drinking water, access to health care,
transport, or even a school
within a walking distance for their
children. The vision to help this
community was birthed in the
hearts of the church member and
mission staff of Mount Horeb and

Ruth Trekofski

they tackled the project with faith
and zeal, believing that God
would provide everything they
needed if they would put their
complete trust in Him.
Classes there will begin in February 2015. The only item still on
the to-do list is to find a company
to drill a well at a reasonable
price. The state government had
set money aside to drill wells in
rural communities and this community was the first to get one.
We rejoiced thinking we would be

the first to get a taste of that water,
but to our dismay, the project got
bogged down in bureaucracy. There
are no plans to un-cap the well and
install a pump so the people can
benefit from it. Undeterred, by faith
and the generous support of His
faithful followers we carry on. He is
our source and motivation. Thank
you for your ongoing prayer support for this important project!
For more information email Earl
and Ruth at earthtrek@telus.net

A Time to Celebrate

An old year has gone, and a new
one has dawned. For children that
live far south of the equator it
ends at exactly the same time the
school year ends. Children at the
Mount Horeb Christian School
not only get time off for Christmas holidays, but their six week
school break follow right after.
This calls for lots of celebrations.
Plans for the next one begin long
before the new school year ends.

All the way from the toddlers in
kindergarten to the teens in the
eighth grade; every child
in the school of 400 students has a part to play in
the closing ceremonies.
Many things happened
over the past year, but it is
only right and fair that we
celebrate our victories and
accomplishments. This
does not mean we didn’t

have problems and challenges to overcome, but in spite of these, we learned
some valuable lessons on how to be better at what we do. School graduations
are gala affairs in Brazil. Both teachers
and students pull out all the stops. Parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts, and
cousins, all show up to celebrate the accomplishments of the children. We are
so grateful for the confidence and trust
the parents place in us to educate their
children. We believe that every child attending our school is a gift from God
and is special and unique.
Without the co-operation and generous
support from fellow Christians that believe in what we are doing, none of this
could be taking place. Thank you to all
so much.
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Moving in Power!

by Janette Stone

The first exciting development is
our library. The basic structure is
complete and now it’s just finishing and furnishing. This is a
huge step forward in improving
our student’s education. The library gives us a dedicated space
for students to go practice reading and receive remedial help
with other studies. In the middle
In Mozambique, this expression is
used when things are really happen- of the bush, books are few and far
ing and going forward. This perfect- between, so a stocked library with
different levels of books is a BIG
ly describes what I’ve seen in our
child sponsorship
and school programs since I arrived in Mozambique in September
2014. We’re on the
move and looking
forward to what
2015 has in store!

Shining in a dark place!
Along the bumpy gravel
road which winds through
the bush at the foot of
mount Gorongoza, burned
houses and walls riddled
with bullet holes testify to
the recent violence Pastor
Pereira, his family and many
others had to experience.
Joao and I arrive to the area
which was controlled by the opposition during the conflict. The
mission truck and trailer are
packed with bags of grain, vegetables and also zinc roof sheets for
9 new homes. We are stopped by
many military check points on our
way. The letter from the mission,
and prior coordination with government officials gets us through.

Pastor Pereira, his wife and children had to flee by night as the
military was approaching in search
for the rebels burning down all
their houses. In minutes everything these people had was destroyed...storage huts with corn
for the year ahead, houses, clothing and even bicycles.

deal..
The second
development
is our school
has been
approved by
the government to
have Grade
6 starting this
year. Hooray for progress! Last year,
any students wanting to carry on with
their studies past grade 5 had to
move to another community. Now they have one
more year before making
that big transition. God is
faithful! Thank you to
each of you for your
continued prayers and
support as we keep…
Moving in Power!
By Andy Kuret

Pastor Pereira is very thankful that
his family and the other pastors enrolled in our training school could
find a safe place in another town
close by. But with the planting season arriving they had to try to come
back to start over and try to ensure
food for the year ahead! “This is
our home and the place where I
have my calling”, he says while
standing in the ruins of his house. He
wants to be a light shining in a dark
place!
We unload the truck and trailer and
divide the goods for the nine leaders
and their families. All are very thankful for the support. It can’t replace all
they have lost but it is a sign of solidarity and will help them, to build a
new home for their families.
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Better equipped to care!
We have
been overjoyed with
the recent
completion of a
Treatment/
Emergency Room
at the mission base. Though the mission
runs several health posts, these
are located in communities so
in the event of emergency or
special treatment here at the
base, procedures were carried
out in our living room or veranda. This isn’t ideal but then
setting up a medical treatment

As we approached
the mid-way of
our flight back to
the mission a line
of thunderstorms
exploded on the
storm-scope. I
was relieved as a
path through the
towering cumulous opened allowing us to skirt
the worst lightning returns.
Ahead seemed clear, but less than
10 minutes prior to landing, a line
of storms appeared with torrential rains. It was one of those
clear times where diverting was
the only intelligent option.
Chimoio was open, so we outran
a storm to the South West and
made it onto the ground before
the rains hit.

At this time of the year
the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone moves in
and brings heavy rain
with storms. The rain
helps but this year just
North of us in the Zambezi river valley and
Zambezi Province many
have died from the flooding. Pastor
Santuni, one of our monitors visited this past week to bring us word
of the leaders and their families
who have been directly affected.
More than 2000 have lost their
crops and some their homes in the
flooding. We are scheduled to make
an emergency survey flight this Saturday and are praying about how
we may be able to assist with yet
another crisis. Thank you for your
prayers!

By Lynn Lagore RN

room isn’t exactly simple... cupboards, a
counter top, stretcher, and other equipment. Last year the mission received a
shipping container full of various items
including medical supplies. Even the
ones mentioned! So we immediately set
about knocking out a wall to join two
small storage rooms into our treatment
room with a window at one end. We’ve
been so blessed with donations of supplies this year, Jenn Sanders has been

very
busy organizing
and setting
things
up so
the
room is
operational
and user-friendly! Even before it was
finished, we were using it to provide
urgent care for sick children, staff
members, and some community members. There are still some outstanding
supplies we need but are thankful for
what we do have so we can provide
the special care in difficult situations
where supplies and emergency care are
in such short supply.

